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SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 2where 0 < � � 1 is a steplength parameter. Bc is updated to form B+ by settingy = F (x+)� F (xc); s = x+ � xc;and, if (y �Bcs)Ts 6= 0, updating Bc to obtainB+ = Bc + (y �Bcs)(y �Bcs)T(y �Bcs)Ts :(1.4)If (y �Bcs)Ts = 0, the update for B is skipped, so B+ = Bc.Observations have been reported [15], [4], [5], [19], [10], [18], [11], [20], [14], thatindicate that SR1 can outperform BFGS in the context of optimization, where eitherthe approximate Hessians can be expected to be positive de�nite or a trust-regionframework is used [3], [4], [5].One modi�cation of SR1 that allows for a convergence analysis has been proposedin [17].The SR1 update was considered in [2] where it was shown that the local superlinerconvergence theory in that paper did not apply, because the updates could becomeunde�ned.Preservation of symmetry is an attractive feature, as is the possibility of storing onevector per iterate in a matrix-free limited memory implementation. However, imple-mentations that store a single vector for each iteration are known for Broyden's method[8], [13], and the BFGS method [21], which have much better understood convergenceproperties. The advantage of the SR1 method over others is in a reduction in the num-ber of iterations. Such a reduction has been observed by many authors as we indicatedabove.As is standard, we update the approximate Jacobian only ifjsT (y �Bcs)j � �kskky �Bcsk(1.5)for some � 2 (0; 1) �xed. In many recent papers [5], [15], [3], on SR1, (1.5), with anarbitrary choice of �, is one of the assumptions used to prove convergence of Bn toF 0(x�). The numerical results presented in [5], [15], and [3] use very small values of �.In this paper, as was done in [14], we use a larger value of � than in other treatmentsof the SR1 iteration as a way to improve stability. The estimates in x 2 can be used asa rough guide in selection of an appropriate value of �. The numerical results in x 5illustrate the bene�ts of varying �.In this paper we show that if the initial approximations to the solution and Jacobianare su�ciently good and if the sequence of steps that satisfy (1.5) also satisfy a uniformlinear independence condition [5], then the iteration will be locally linearly convergentand the sequence fBkg will remain near to F 0(x�). A stronger uniform linear indepen-dence condition implies k-step superlinear convergence for some integer k. Thus, ourgoal is di�erent from that in [5], [15], and [3], where convergence of the iteration to thesolution was an assumption and conditions were given that guaranteed convergence ofthe approximate Jacobians to F 0(x�).



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 3While the uniform linear independence condition may seem strong, it is a reasonablecondition for very small problems. Such problems arise as part of the pointwise SR1method proposed in [14] for certain optimal control problems and the results in thispaper give insight that we use to improve the performance of the pointwise SR1 method.In x 2 we state and prove our basic convergence results. We consider structured updatesin x 3 and the application to pointwise updates in x 4. Finally we report numericalresults in x 5.2. Basic Lemmas and Convergence Results. As we deal with local conver-gence only in this paper, we take full steps (� = 1) and use the fact thaty �Bcsc = F (x+)(2.1)which is a direct consequence of the de�nition y = F (x+) � F (xc), � = 1, and theequation for the quasi-Newton step Bcsc = �F (xc). Hence the SR1 update can bewritten B+ = Bc + F (x+)F (x+)TsTc F (x+)T :(2.2)We use the notation E = B � F 0(x�) and e = x� x�(2.3)for errors in Jacobian and solution approximations.It may happen that many iterations take place between updates of B. We mustintroduce notation to keep track of those iterations that result in a change in B. Wesay that sn is a major step, xn+1 is a major iteration, and Bn+1 a major updateif s = sn and y�Bnsn = F (xn+1) satisfy (1.5) with � 2 (0; 1). In this case Bn+1 6= Bn.A step is a minor step if it is not a major step (and hence no update of B takes placeand Bn+1 = Bn). A local convergence theory must show that the new approximationBn+1 to the Jacobian at the solution is nonsingular. We do this by proving an analog ofthe \bounded deterioration" results used in the study of other quasi-Newton methods.However, an inherent instability must be kept in check and this is where the uniformlinear independence becomes important.2.1. Stability. We base our main result on several lemmas. The �rst simply sum-marizes some well known results in nonlinear equations [6], [13], [16], and has nothing todo with an assumption of symmetry of F 0(x�) or any particular quasi-Newton method.Lemma 2.1. Let Assumption 1.1 hold and let � 2 (0; 1) be given. Then there are�0 and �0 such that if xc and Bc satisfykeck � �0 and kEck � �0(2.4)then Bc is nonsingular and x+ = xc �B�1F (xc) satis�eske+k � �keck:(2.5)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 4Moreover kF (x+) + Ecsck � ksck2:(2.6)Lemma 2.2. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 hold. Then there is C1 such that ifkeck � �0, kEck � �0, and sc is a major step, thenkE+k � (1 + ��1)kEck+ C1ksck(2.7)and kE+sck � C1ksck2:(2.8)Proof. By (2.2) E+ = Ec + F (x+)F (x+)TsTc F (x+)T(2.9)and hence, using (2.6),kE+k � kEck+ ��1kF (x+)kksck � kEck+ ��1kEcsck+ ksck2ksck� (1 + ��1)kEck+ ��1ksck:This is (2.7) with C1 = ��1.We apply (2.9) again to obtainE+s = Ecs+ F (x+)and hence (2.8) follows from (2.6) and the the fact that C1 > .At this point we need to consider a sequence of major steps. Several minor steps inwhich (1.5) fails could lie between any two major steps, but they have no e�ect on theestimates of the approximate Jacobians. This is also the �rst place where symmetryof E (and hence of F 0(x�)) plays an important role. We remark that (2.11) and (2.12)di�er from estimates of kEkk, ky �Bkskk, and kEkskk, used in other recent papers [5],[15] in that the assumption of good approximations to x� and F 0(x�) is used in a crucialway. The next lemma uses the general approach of [5] and the observation from [5] and[15] that only the major steps need be considered in the estimates.Lemma 2.3. Let Assumption 1.1 hold, let � 2 (0; 1), and let �0 and �0 be such thatthe conclusions of Lemma 2.1 hold. Let �k � 0, x0, and B0 be such that F 0(x�)�B0 issymmetric and (1 + C1)(1 + �)1 � � (1 + 2��1)�k(kE0k+ ke0k) � �0:(2.10)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 5Then at least �k major steps can be taken with Bk+1 nonsingular for all 0 � k � �k � 1.Moreover, there is C2 > 0 such that if fsjgk�1k=0, fxj+1gkj=0, and fBj+1gk�1j=0 are thesequence of the �rst k � �k major steps, iterations, and updates, then for any 1 � k � �k,kEkk � C2(1 + 2��1)k(kE0k+ ke0k) � �0:(2.11)Also, for any 0 � j < k kEksjk � C2(1 + 2��1)k�j�1ksjk2:(2.12)Proof. We set C2 = (1 + C1)(1 + �)1� � :(2.13)We note that kek+1k � �kekk implies thatkskk � (1 + �)kekk � (1 + �)�kke0k(2.14)We prove the lemma by induction on k. For k = 1, (2.11) follows from (2.7), (2.10),and (2.14). We obtain (2.12) from (2.8) and (2.13).If (2.11) holds for all k < K � �k, then from (2.7) and (2.14),kEKk � (1 + ��1)kEK�1k+ C1ksKk� (1 + ��1)kEK�1k+ C1(1 + �)�Kke0k:We use the induction hypothesis and C1(1 + �) < C2 to obtainkEKk � (1 + ��1)C2(1 + 2��1)K�1(kE0k+ ke0k) + C2�Kke0k� C2(1 + 2��1)KkE0k+ C2(�K + (1 + ��1)(1 + 2��1)K�1)ke0k:Since � < 1 < ��1 we haveC2(�K + (1 + ��1)(1 + 2��1)K�1) � C2(1 + 2��1)Kwhich proves the �rst inequality in (2.11). The second inequality kEKk � �0 followsfrom (2.10).Since kekk � �0, we may apply Lemma 2.1 to conclude that at least �k major stepscan be taken and kekk � �kke0k for all 0 � k � �k. Hence, for 1 � l < k � �k,kskk � �k�l(1 + �)(1� �) kslk:Assuming that (2.12) holds for 1 � k < K, we note that (2.12) is a consequence ofLemma 2.2 if k = K and j = K � 1. For j < K � 1 we havekEKsjk � kEK�1sjk+ jF (xK)Tsjj�ksK�1k :(2.15)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 6Every Ek is symmetric because E0 is. Hence, if we writeF (xK) = �EK�1sK�1 +�K�1then F (xK)T sj = �(EK�1sK�1)Tsj +�TK�1sj= �sTK�1(ETK�1sj) + �TK�1sj= �sTK�1(EK�1sj) + sTj �K�1:(2.16)Combining (2.16) and (2.6) yieldsjF (xK)T sjj � ksK�1k(kEK�1sjk+ ksjkksK�1k):Hence, by (2.15),kEKsjk � (1 + ��1)kEK�1sjk+ C1ksjkksK�1k� (1 + ��1)kEK�1sjk+ C1(1 + �)�K�j�1ksjk2=(1 � �):(2.17)As in the proof of (2.11) we haveC1�K�1�j(1 + �)=(1 � �) � C2�K�1�j(2.18)and (1 + ��1)(1 + 2��1)K�2�j + �K�1�j � (1 + 2��1)K�1�j :(2.19)We apply (2.18), (2.19), and the induction hypothesis to (2.17) to getkEKsjkksjk2 � (1 + ��1)(C2(1 + 2��1)K�2�j) + C2�K�1�j� C2(1 + 2��1)K�1�j(2.20)verifying (2.12).The estimates in Lemma 2.3 are analogs to the bounded deterioration results com-mon in the quasi-Newton method literature. However, in this case the deviation ofBk from F 0(x�) is exponentially increasing and, at least according to the bounds inLemma 2.3, can eventually become so large that convergence may be lost. The SR1update has, however, a self-correcting property in the linear case [9] that has been ex-ploited in much of the recent work on the method [15], [3], [5]. This self-correctionproperty overcomes the instability indicated in the estimates (2.11) and (2.12).



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 72.2. Uniform Linear Independence. Our uniform linear independence assump-tion di�ers slightly from that in [5]. We only consider major steps and are not concernedat this point with the total number (major + minor) steps required to form the sequenceof linearly independent major steps.Assumption 2.1. There are cmin > 0 and �k � n such that the hypotheses ofLemma 2.3 hold. Moreover from each of the sets of columns of normalized major stepsfvkgp�kk=(p�1)�k+1 � fsk=kskkgp�kk=(p�1)�k+1a subsequence fvpjgNj=1 can be extracted such that the matrix Sp with columns fvpjgNj=1has minimum singular value at least cmin.2.3. Convergence Results. Using the assumptions above we can prove q-linearconvergence directly using Lemma 2.3 and the methods for exploitation of uniformlinear independence from [5].Theorem 2.4. Let Assumptions 2.1 and the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 hold. Let� 2 (0; 1) be given. Then if ke0k and kE0k are su�ciently small the SR1 iteratesconverge q-linearly to x� with q-factor at most �.Proof. The proof is based on the simple observation that Lemma 2.3 states thatthe iteration may proceed through �k major steps (p = 1) and that then Assumption 2.1implies that the iteration may continue.Let p = 1. Lemma 2.3 implies that kEkk � �0 for 0 � k � �k and that by (2.14)kE�kskkkskk � C2(1 + 2��1)�k�k�1kskk� C2(1 + 2��1)�k�k�1(1 + �)�kke0k� C2(1 + 2��1)�k(1 + �)ke0k(2.21)Note that kE�kk � c�1minkE�kS0k � c�1minpNC2(1 + 2��1)�k(1 + �)ke0k:Now ke�kk � ��kke0k. Hence, if ke0k is small enough so thatC2(1 + 2��1)�k(C2(1 + 2��1)�kpNc�1min + ��k+1)ke0k < �0(2.22)then (2.10) holds if E0 and e0 are replaced by E�k and e�k. Hence, we may continue theiteration by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, obtaining q-linear convergence with q-factor at most�. 3. Structured Updates. In order to apply the convergence results to optimalcontrol problems in the context of pointwise updates, as a next step, we extend thestatements from the previous sections to the case of structured updates. We use thenotational conventions of [7] in the formulation.



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 8Suppose that the Jacobian F 0 of F can be split into a Lipschitz continuous com-putable part C(x) and a part A(x) which will be approximated by a SR1 update:F 0(x) = A(x) + C(x):We de�ne the SR1 update byB+ = Bc + (y# �Bcsc)(y# �Bcsc)T(y# �Bcsc)T sc ;(3.1)where the step is computed by solving(Bc + C(xc))sc = �F (xc):(3.2)If we choose y# = F (x+)� F (xc)�C(x+)sc;(3.3)the secant condition (B+ + C(x+))sc = F (x+) � F (xc) holds and we obtain from (3.2)and (3.3) y# �Bcsc = F (x+) + (C(xc)� C(x+))sc = ~F+(3.4)Hence the SR1 update can be written with a perturbation ~F+ of F (x+)B+ = Bc + ~F+ ~F T+sTc ~F+(3.5)We use the notationE = B + C(x)� F 0(x�) = B �A(x�) + C(x)�C(x�)(3.6)for errors in the Jacobian.Next we apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain a similar estimateLemma 3.1. Let Assumption 1.1 hold and let � 2 (0; 1) be given. Then there are�0 and ~�0 such that if xc and Bc for a structured SR1 update satisfykeck � �0 and kBc �A(x�)k � ~�0(3.7)then x+ = xc � (Bc + C(xc))�1F (xc) is well de�ned and satis�eske+k � �keck:(3.8)Moreover kF (x+) + Ecsck � ksck2 and k ~F+ + Ecsck � 1ksck2:(3.9)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 9Proof. Note thatkEck � kBc �A(x�)k+ kC(xc)� C(x�)k � ~�0 + C�0with a Lipschitz constant C for C. Then kEck � �0 holds and since Lemma 2.1 holdsfor arbitrary approximations of the Jacobian, x+ exists and (3.8) holds. Observing thatk(C(xc)� C(x+))sck � Cksck2proves (3.9) and completes the proof.The next lemma is an extension of Lemma 2.2. Before we can state the lemma wede�ne when an update is skipped. We update B only ifjsTc (y# �Bcsc)j � �ksckky# �Bcsck(3.10)for some � 2 (0; 1) �xed. The de�nition of minor and major steps is the same as thatin x 2 with (3.10) playing the role of (1.5).Lemma 3.2. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold. Then there is C1 such that ifkeck � �0, kEck � �0, and sc is a major step, thenkE+k � (1 + ��1)kEck+ C1ksck(3.11)and kE+sck � C1ksck2:(3.12)Proof. For the structured updates we haveE+ = Ec + ~F+ ~F T+sT ~F+ + C(x+)� C(xc):(3.13)If we note that kC(x+)� C(xc)k � Cksckand (3.10) has been changed accordingly then the proof is the same as for Lemma 2.2with C1 = ��1( + C)and F (x) replaced by ~F .In the next lemma symmetry is assumed which causes some additional changes forthe proof.Lemma 3.3. Let Assumption 1.1 and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold. Let �k � 0,x0, and B0 be such that B0 �A(x�) is symmetric and(1 + C1)(1 + �)1 � � (1 + 2��1)�k(kE0k+ ke0k) � �0:(3.14)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 10Then at least �k major steps can be taken with Bk+1 nonsingular for all 0 � k � �k � 1.Moreover, there is C2 > 0 such that if fsjgk�1k=0, fxj+1gkj=0, and fBj+1gk�1j=0 are thesequence of the �rst k � �k major steps, iterations, and updates, then for any 1 � k � �k,kEkk � C2(1 + 2��1)k(kE0k+ ke0k) � �0:(3.15)Also, for any 0 � j < k kEksjk � C2(1 + 2��1)k�j�1ksjk2:(3.16)Proof. The �rst part of the induction proof for (3.15) is identical to the one forLemma 2.3 and therefore omitted.Assuming that (3.16) holds for 1 � k < K, we note that (3.16) is a consequence ofLemma 3.2 if k = K and j = K � 1. For j < K � 1 we have from (3.13)kEKsjk � kEK�1sjk+ j ~F TKsjj�ksK�1k + CksK�1kksjk:(3.17)If we write ~FK = �EK�1sK�1 +�K�1then by (3.9) k�K�1k � ksK�1k2and ~F TKsj = �(EK�1sK�1)Tsj +�TK�1sj= �sTK�1(ETK�1sj) + �TK�1sj(3.18)Combining (3.18) and (3.9) yieldsj ~F TKsjj � ksK�1k(kETK�1sjk+ ksjkksK�1k):Note that by assumption B �A(x�) is symmetric and hence by de�nition (3.6)kE � ETk = kC(x)� C(x�) � (C(x)� C(x�))Tk � 2Ckek:Hence, by (3.17),kEKsjk � kEK�1sjk+ ��1(kETK�1sjk+ ksjkksK�1k) + CksK�1kksjk� (1 + ��1)kEK�1sjk+ 2C��1keK�1kksjk+ (��1 + C)ksK�1kksjk� (1 + ��1)kEK�1sjk+ (2C (1� �)�1��1 + ��1 + C)ksK�1kksjk� (1 + ��1)kEK�1sjk+ C2�K�j�1ksjk2;(3.19)



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 11where, as in x 2 C2 = C2 = (1 + C1)(1 + �)1� � :As in the proof of (2.11) we haveC1�K�1�j(1 + �)=(1 � �) � C2�K�1�j(3.20)and (1 + ��1)(1 + 2��1)K�2�j + �K�1�j � (1 + 2��1)K�1�j :(3.21)We apply (3.20), (3.21), and the induction hypothesis to (3.19) to getkEKsjkksjk2 � (1 + ��1)(C2(1 + 2��1)K�2�j) + C2�K�1�j� C2(1 + 2��1)K�1�j(3.22)verifying (3.16).Using the de�nition of uniform linear independence from x 2.2 we may state thestructured analog of Theorem 2.4. The proof is essentially identical to that of Theo-rem 2.4.Theorem 3.4. Let Assumptions 2.1 and the hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 hold. Let� 2 (0; 1) be given. Then if ke0k and kE0k are su�ciently small the SR1 iteratesconverge q-linearly to x� with q-factor at most �.4. Pointwise Structured Updates for Optimal Control. In order to applythe convergence results to optimal control problems in the context of pointwise updates,as a next step, we extend the statements from the previous sections to the case ofpointwise structured updates.Our nonlinear equations represent the necessary conditions for the optimal controlproblem minimizeZ T0 L(x(t); u(t); t)dtover u 2 L1M [0; T ] such that x 2 CN [0; T ] solves_x = f(x; u; t) ; x(0) = x0 ; t 2 (0; T ):Here f : IRN � IRM � [0; T ]! IRN and L : IRN � IRM � [0; T ]! IR.We set H(x; u; t) = fT (x; u; t) p(t) + L(x; u; t);where p 2 CN [0; T ] solves the adjoint equation� _p = fTx p + LTx ; p(T ) = 0:



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 12We seek to solve the nonlinear systemF (z) = F (p; x; u) = 0B@ _x� f(x; u; t)_p+Hx(x; u; t)Hu(x; u; t) 1CA = 0B@ 000 1CA(4.1)for z = (p; x; u)T 2 X1 which satisfy the boundary conditions x(0) = x0 and p(T ) = 0and F : X1 ! Y 1. Here, for 1 � r �1,Xr = W 1;rN [0; T ]�W 1;rN [0; T ]� LrM [0; T ]Y r = LrN [0; T ]� LrN [0; T ]� LrM [0; T ]:We use the following assumptionAssumption 4.1. f; L and their �rst and second partial derivatives with respectto x and u are continuous on IRN � IRM � [0; T ].Under the above assumption, F is Fr�echet -di�erentiable and the Fr�echet -derivativeis given by F 0(p; x; u) 0B@ ��� 1CA = 0B@ 0 D � fx �fuD + fTx Hxx HxufTu Hux Huu 1CA 0B@ ��� 1CA(4.2)with D = ddt and all other components as multiplication operators.F 0(p; x; u) is split into two parts F 0(z) = A(z) + C(z) with C(z) containing allinformation from �rst derivativesC(z) = 0B@ 0 D � fx �fuD + fTx 0 0fTu 0 0 1CAand A(z) consisting of second order derivativesA(z) = 0B@ 0 0 00 Hxx(z) Hxu(z)0 Hux(z) Huu(z) 1CA ;All entries depend on time t so that A(z) is typically approximated by a family of quasiNewton updates depending also on time tB = 0B@ 0 0 00 B11 B120 B21 B22 1CA(4.3)with  B11 B12B21 B22 ! 2 L1(M+N)�(M+N) [0; T ]:



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 13Set y# = F (z+)� F (zc)� C(z+)sc:(4.4)We use a pointwise analog of (3.10)jsTc (t)(y# �Bcsc)(t)j � �ksc(t)kk(y# �Bcsc)(t)k:(4.5)We update B at each t 2 [0; T ] by a structured SR1 updateB+(t) = 8>>>><>>>>: Bc(t) + (y# �Bcsc)(t)(y# �Bcsc)T (t)(y# �Bcsc)T (t)sc(t) if (4.5) holdsBc(t) otherwise.(4.6)In order to justify the use of pointwise updates, we state the next lemma.Lemma 4.1. If B0 is given of the form (4.3), then all Bk de�ned by (4.6) are alsomultiplication operators with Bk 11 Bk 12Bk 21 Bk 22 ! 2 L1(M+N)�(M+N) [0; T ]:Proof. The proof is via induction and we show the step from Bc to B+. We writesc = (spc; sxc; suc)T . Note that by (4.4)y# �Bcsc = F (z+)� F (zc)� C(z+)sc �Bcsc:Since the di�erentiation operator D appears linearly in F and in C it cancels inF (z+)�F (zc)�C(z+)sc = 0B@ �f(x+; u+) + f(xc; uc) + fx(x+; u+)sxc + fu(x+; u+)sucHx(x+; u+)�Hx(xc; uc) � fx(x+; u+)TspcHu(x+; u+)�Hu(xc; uc)� fu(x;u+)T suc 1CAThis implies with the di�erentiability assumption on the data that pointwisekF (z+)(t)� F (zc)(t)� (C(z+)sc)(t)k � �(t)ksc(t)kholds for some � 2 L1[0; T ]. Since Bc is also in L1 we haveky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t)k � (�(t) + kBc(t)k)ksc(t)k:(4.7)The decision in the update formula (4.6) shows that the components of B+ are measur-able functions. They are also essentially bounded because eitherkB+(t)k = kBc(t)k



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 14or using the choice of � in (4.6) and (4.7)kB+(t)k � kBc(t)k+ ky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t)k2j(y#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t))Tsc(t)j�1� kBc(t)k+ ��1ky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t)kksc(t)k�1� kBc(t)k+ ��1(�(t) + kBc(t)k)This completes the proof.The next Lemma gives pointwise estimates on the error in the Jacobian in thecontext of pointwise updates which will be used later for uniform estimates.Lemma 4.2. Assume that for some t 2 [0; T ] Ec(t) is a multiplication operatorand let kEc(t)k � �0 and kec(t)k � �0. If sc(t) is a major step, then E+(t) is also amultiplation operator and the following estimates hold:kE+(t)k � (1 + ��1)kEc(t)k+ (1 + ��1)Cksc(t)k+ ��1F (ke+(t)k+ kec(t)k)(4.8) kE+sc(t)k � (F (kec(t)k+ ke+(t)k)ksc(t)k(4.9)and ky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t) +E+(t)sc(t)k� (F (ke+(t)k+ kec(t)k) + Cksc(t)k)ksc(t)k:(4.10)Proof. Observe that we can rewrite (4.4) pointwisey# �Bcsc = (F (z+)� F (zc)� F 0(z�)sc) + (C(zc)� C(z+))sc � Ecsc:(4.11)By assumption, the last term is a multiplication operator and therefore does not containthe di�erentiation operatorD. In �rst and the second term in parentheses theD cancels,so that we can estimate pointwise under the given smoothness assumptions on the data:k(y# �Bcsc)(t)k � F (ke+(t)k+ kec(t)k)ksc(t)k+Cksc(t)k2 + kEc(t)kksc(t)k(4.12)Hence we obtain from (3.13) using (4.12) that pointwisekE+(t)k � kEc(t)k +��1ky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t)kksc(t)k�1+kC(z+)(t)�C(zc)(t)k� kEc(t)k +��1(F (ke+(t)k+ kec(t)k)+Cksc(t)k+ kEc(t)k) + Cksc(t)k



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 15To estimate kE+sck recall that from the secant conditionE+sc = (B+ +A+)sc � F 0(z�)sc = F (z+)� F (zc)� F 0(z�)scand therefore (4.9) holds. Furthermore, from (4.11)y# �Bcsc + E+sc = (F (z+)� F (zc)� F 0(z�)sc) + (C(zc)�C(z+))scand ky#(t)�Bc(t)sc(t) + E+(t)sc(t)k � (F (ke+(t)k+ kec(t)k)ksc(t)k+ Cksck2The next Lemma describes a linear rate estimate in a uniform norm.Lemma 4.3. For � 2 (0; 1) there are �0 and �0 such that if sc is a major step forall t and Bc for the pointwise structured SR1 update satis�eskeck1 � �0 and kBc �A(z�)k1 � �then z+ = zc � (Bc + C(zc))�1F (zc) is well de�ned and satis�eske+k1 � �keck1:(4.13)Moreover for some ;C1; C2kE+k1 � (1 + ��1)kEck1 + C1ksck1(4.14) kE+sck1 � C1ksck21(4.15)and ky# �Bcsc + E+sck1 � ksck2(4.16)Proof. The assumptions imply thatkEck1 � kBc �A(z�)k1 + kC(zc)� C(z�)k1 � �0 + C�0is small so that Lemma 2.1 can be invoked to yield (4.13). From this we deducekeck1 � (1� �)�1ksck1. (4.8) giveskE+k1 � (1 + ��1)kEck1 + (1 + ��1)Cksck1 + ��1F (ke+k1 + keck1)� (1 + ��1)kEck1 + ((1 + ��1)C + ��1F (1 + �)(1 � �)�1)ksck1which is (4.14). In the same way we use (4.9) and (4.10) to obtain (4.15) and (4.16),resp.



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 165. Numerical Results. We present some numerical results which illustrate theobservations from the previous sections. Let us consider the following class of examples:Let N = 2;M = 1 and _x1 = f1(x1; x2; u)_x2 = x1First we set f1(x1; x2; u) = (1� x22)x1 � x2 + uL(x1; x2; u) = (x21 + x22 + u2)=2Furthermore, we set x0 = (0; 3)T ; T = 3 . The initial data are given byB0 = 0B@ 0 0 00 1 00 0 1 1CA 2 IR3�3 and z0 = (0; 0; 0)T :We did update ifj(y#(t)�B(t)ŝ(t))T ŝ(t)j � �k(y#(t)�B(t)ŝ(t))k2kŝ(t)k2is true. In [14] we used � = h4:The discretization parameter h = 1=120 comes from the discretization of the two-point boundary value problem by the trapezoid �nite di�erence scheme used with aRichardson extrapolation to achieve 4th order accurate results, see e.g. [12]. Thisindicates that the termination criterion should bekF 0(zk)k2 � (2h)4 � 0:6 10�5:We approximate the norm in the discrete case also with accuracy of order 4.The numbers in column [No Upd %] give the percentage of the 121 3 � 3-matriceswhich have not been updated at iteration k. The di�erence in the matrices is computedas follows: kB �A�k = max0�i�120 kB(ti)�A�(ti)kF ;where kB(t)kF denotes the Frobenius-Norm in R3�3.In Table 5.1 we report on the results for the SR-1 update where the choice of � isbased on the truncation error of the discretization scheme (h4 � 0:6�10�5). Tables 5.2and 5.3 show the e�ects of more conservative updating strategies. The analysis in thepreceding sections indicates that a larger value of � will keep kEkk smaller and mightthereby allow for a more monotone iteration. While an increase by a factor of 100 didreduce the size of kEkk, it did not lead to any improvement in overall performance(see Table 5.2). Increasing � by a factor of 1000 (see Table 5.3) led to a performanceimprovement of about 20%.In Table 5.2 we used a less stringent requirement for not updating the Hessians. Inthis table � was increased by a factor of 102.Note the reduced error in the Hessian updates in the early phase of the algorithm.



SYMMETRIC RANK-ONE UPDATE 17Table 5.1Pointwise SR-1 update, � = 0:6 10�5k kF (zk)k2 kF (zk)k2=kF (zk�1)k2 No Upd % kB �A�k1 0.42870D+01 4.287 0.8 13870.3202 0.20575D+01 0.480 0.8 13877.4373 0.14663D+01 0.713 0.8 13870.0924 0.26374D+00 0.180 0.8 13307.8995 0.28341D+00 1.075 1.7 13719.6766 0.62710D-01 0.221 1.7 6218.6927 0.51961D-01 0.829 1.7 4083.3028 0.42872D-01 0.825 1.7 2949.3009 0.72865D-04 0.002 1.7 332.56810 0.22618D-04 0.310 1.7 52.91611 0.21262D-05 0.094 1.7 15.80312 0.92609D-06 0.436 0.8 129.835Table 5.2Pointwise SR-1 update, � = 0:6 10�3k kF (zk)k2 kF (zk)k2=kF (zk�1)k2 No Upd % kB �A�k1 0.42870D+01 4.287 1.7 152.4172 0.20581D+01 0.480 0.8 296.2883 0.14651D+01 0.712 1.7 252.1014 0.25807D+00 0.176 1.7 155.6215 0.29463D+00 1.142 5.0 155.6216 0.43605D-01 0.148 2.5 155.6217 0.75704D-03 0.017 1.7 155.6218 0.44425D-04 0.059 3.3 120.1379 0.10275D-04 0.231 2.5 383.28010 0.23941D-04 2.330 3.3 120.13711 0.10516D-05 0.044 6.6 120.13712 0.19081D-08 0.002 1.7 0.074
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Table 5.3Pointwise SR-1 update, � = 0:6 10�2k kF (zk)k2 kF (zk)k2=kF (zk�1)k2 No Upd % kB �A�k1 0.42870D+01 4.287 1.7 65.9602 0.20581D+01 0.480 1.7 112.6483 0.14648D+01 0.712 5.8 126.0064 0.25750D+00 0.176 5.0 69.2455 0.29470D+00 1.144 12.4 69.2456 0.37371D-01 0.127 12.4 69.2457 0.55627D-03 0.015 9.9 69.2458 0.38187D-04 0.069 8.3 69.2459 0.13565D-05 0.036 6.6 62.15410 0.20748D-06 0.153 5.8 62.154
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